Photophysics of fluorinated benzene. I. Quantum chemistry.
The electronic structure of energetically low-lying excited singlet states of fluorobenzene molecules is investigated here. Increasing fluorine substitution alters the nature of the excited electronic states and the so-called perfluoro effect is observed for penta- and hexafluorobenzene. Detailed quantum chemistry calculations are carried out at the equation-of-motion coupled-cluster singles and doubles level of theory to establish the potential energy surfaces of the low-lying electronic states of mono-, di- (ortho- and meta-), and pentafluorobenzene molecules. A sequence of low-energy conical intersections among the electronic potential energy surfaces is established. It is found that increasing fluorine substitution lowers the energy of the pisigma* electronic state and leads to conical intersections between the S(1) and S(2) electronic states of pentafluorobenzene. Existence of numerous conical intersections among the excited electronic states of these molecules forms the mechanistic details underlying their nonradiative internal conversion. In particular, the slow and biexponential fluorescence emission in pentafluorobenzene is attributed to the existence of low-lying S(1)-S(2) conical intersections. The electronic structure data are analyzed in detail and the coupling mechanism among various electronic excited states of mono-, di-, and pentafluorobenzene molecules is established.